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Abstract—Driving scenarios of autonomous vehicles combine many data sources with new networking requirements in highly dynamic system setups. To keep security mechanisms applicable to new application fields in the automotive domain, our work introduces a security framework to generate, attack, and validate realistic data sets at rest and in transit. Concerning realistic data sets, our framework leverages autonomous driving simulators as well as static data sets of vehicle sensors. A configurable networking setup enables flexible data encapsulation to perform and validate networking attacks on data in transit. We validate our results with intrusion detection algorithms and simulation environments. Generated data sets and configurations are reproducible, portable, storable, and support iterative security testing of scenarios.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The emerging reality of self-driving cars relies heavily on data provided by the massive number of integrated sensors within these vehicles. Autonomous vehicles are built with many control algorithms which process sensor data and induce appropriate driving actions. Recently, many control algorithms have been implemented based on machine learning techniques. This makes the existence of data sets for training such algorithms a crucial requirement. Similarly, realistic data sets containing nominal sensor data and attack data are essential to develop and validate security solutions which detect attacks against a system.

In recent years, many sensor data sets for autonomous driving have been made public [1]. However, the number of data sets containing attack data remains limited due to many restrictions such as confidentiality rights, vulnerability disclosure, hardware costs, etc. Furthermore, generating realistic attack data by exploiting actual vulnerabilities of autonomous vehicles in an operational environment is a very challenging process, not only due to technical difficulties. Regulatory and legal requirements (e.g. authorization of public transportation authorities, car manufacturers, etc) hinder vehicle attacks even further [2]. Additionally, validation of generated attack data requires specific detection algorithms which are typically part of Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSs). Hence, falling back on realistic sensor and attack data generation is a necessity and objective of this work.

Contribution: To solve the issue of missing sensor and sensor-specific attack data, we introduce an attack data generation framework with the additional capability of validating realistic sensor-specific attack data (see Fig. 1). The modular architecture of the framework has three major domains, namely (i) the data source domain which reads in realistic data from real autonomous vehicle data sets (e.g. Argoverse [3]) as well as synthetic data, generated by a simulation environment (e.g. CARLA [4]), (ii) the attack generation domain to configure different types of attacks on networking and application layers, and (iii) the attack validation domain which measures the impact of attacks. To summarize, we:

- Design and develop a scalable attack generation framework\(^1\) for autonomous vehicles.
- Introduce a scenario-based configuration setup providing reproducibility and portability of security tests.
- Present and validate multiple attack types to demonstrate the flexibility of the framework.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We describe our system logic shown in Fig. 1 on a higher level to abstract the scope of parameters into categories which allow mappings between data sources, attacks, and validation techniques.

A. Data Source

In order to make our framework compatible with a large number of different sensors, we categorize the sensors based on their data output. Most of the available sensors simply produce a scalar value such as a temperature or a pressure value. More sophisticated sensors, such as cameras, require a vector or even more complex data structures like matrices or custom data types to describe the captured data. With this classification, it is easy to add new sensors to our framework by simply putting them into one of the existing categories. Concerning network data, we consider OSI layers of link, network, transport, and application.

\(^1\)https://github.com/tum-esi/attack_generation_framework
domain into individual scenarios, with (ii) the simulation phase for running and monitoring the scenario which has been set up, and with (iii) the post-processing phase for post-processing actions on generated data sets. We divide scenarios into different types and elaborate on scenario structures in Sec. III-B. During scenario execution in the simulation phase, users directly see the effects of the configurations and may return to the configuration phase if output data is not reflecting desired goals. The post-processing phase focuses on the final result of the generation, allowing adjustments or addition of labels. If possible, analytical techniques can be applied for validation. From the prototype perspective, all three phases are supported with individual User Interface (UI) pages.

B. Scenario Management

Scenario objects bind configuration logic about data sources, attacks, and validation techniques. It is not possible to generalize all configuration parameters and apply the same attack to different data sources, which is why we abstract scenarios into different types. The definition of scenario types is mainly driven by the data structure of our different data sources. The following itemization outlines differences among data sources and maps possible attacks. In addition, we name software modules which produce configured features but provide a detailed description of these software modules in Sec. III-C.

- The scenario type driving simulation makes use of the simulator bridge software module to create autonomous driving scenarios. At the same time, sensors can be configured, added to the vehicle, and attacked to produce realistic attack sensor data.
- If the scenario is of type networking, users can create and scale virtual networking setups based on pre-defined networking resources via the virtual networking module. It is possible to define containers to attack existing resources of the configured virtual networking setup. Traffic between networking peers encapsulates either freshly generated sensor data or data from real-world data sets.
- The type static data lets users select existing data sets and apply modification attacks on a percentage of data items. The validation phase of this scenario type allows the creation of analysis models which store trained settings of parameter tuning. As an example, image frames generated by the driving simulation scenario type can be validated with statistical analysis models.

C. Prototype Software Modules

From the software development perspective, we created four main software modules to build the framework logic. The next enumeration elaborates on the individual modules.

1) Controller: This module is the core part of the framework and the first point of interaction from a user perspective. Acting as a web server, the controller exposes a UI which lets users navigate between workflow phases. Additionally, the controller module has compatibility with interfaces of other software modules (simulator bridge, database, and virtual networking) to expose features of other modules via the UI. Hence, the controller has the ability to support each workflow phase with features coming from other main software modules.

2) Simulator Bridge: The purpose of the simulator bridge is to provide connectivity towards existing autonomous driving simulators. Until now, our framework is compatible with
CARLA and support for the SVL Simulator [5] is planned. By defining a driving scenario on the configuration page of our framework, driving simulator compatibility provides realistic generation of sensor data including types such as GNSS, camera, IMU, LIDAR, radar, etc. Additionally, the simulator bridge supports to pass attack configurations to respective simulation environments.

3) Virtual Networking: The virtual networking modules supports dynamic configurations of virtual networking environments. Currently, we leverage Docker to manage virtual networks which support three types of containers for network traffic generation. Data generation containers have the ability to periodically send arbitrary data to a destination container. Attack generation containers have the same configuration parameters as data generation containers but can be configured and replicated differently. Receiver containers act as destinations and support configurable network traffic collection. This allows collection of network traffic from all layers.

4) Database: The database module stores scenarios and configurations as objects for reloading and replay purposes. Concerning data set storage, currently supported formats are .cap and .csv.

IV. USE CASES & EVALUATION

Since data set generation depends on experimental setups [1], we describe attack data generation with use cases. Due to system requirements introduced by the CARLA Docker image, we evaluate our use cases on a computer with an Intel i7-8700K CPU, a Nvidia GTX 1080-Ti graphics card, 32 GB of RAM, and 256 GB SSD storage.

A. Autonomous Driving Sensor Attack and Offset Detection

Description: To attack sensors, our framework allows configurations that inject, modify, or remove specific data items which reflect value ranges of sensors under attack. Timestamps augment data items and replace removed data samples for labeling purposes. In order to detect attacks, simulation scenarios are executed twice using comparable ground truth paths.

Evaluation: To evaluate an exemplary sensor attack, Fig. 3a shows how a constant GNSS offset modification affects the location of the vehicle. The figure shows consecutive longitude and latitude values in periodic intervals. Longitude and latitude value pairs refer to a fix point location in the simulation environment and do not relate to real-world locations. The outcome of the sensor attack causes the vehicle to leave its scheduled path. Thereby, alternating GNSS offset values show the location deviation inside the simulator environment. As a direct consequence, sensor values attached to the simulated vehicle are affected as well (e.g. camera direction changes).

B. Network Traffic Denial of Service (DoS) Attempt and Detection

Description: As already outlined and to model networking traffic and access all networking layers of packets, our framework supports container-driven virtual networking configurations, where further communication protocols will be added in the future. Taking the networking scenario type, one sample use case is to produce a camera image stream between a sending and receiving container. We configure an attacking container to perform a DoS attack targeting the receiver node. From the receiver side, we use Wireshark as the network analyser tool to access network traffic of the scenario. Fig. 3b shows the data collection of the receiver. Here, the increasing number of detection intervals measures the number of received packets.

Evaluation: To detect and validate networking attacks, our framework supports a ring-buffer memory capturing of packets and compares traffic distributions between different time frames. The attack is scheduled to occur at round 4. As visualized in Fig. 3b, the number of packets increases to 197 packets. Our ring-buffer traffic analysis at the receiver side triggers a detection after 0.238 ms, when using a pre-defined threshold value of 128 packets.

C. Image Tampering and Real-time Threshold Detection

Description: To showcase an attack on static real-world data sets, we perform two types of image tampering attacks, namely image blacking and blurring. To apply these attacks, users are required to configure a percentage of an image array that should be modified. To validate image tampering and expecting an constant input stream of images, we reproduced the real-time image tampering detection algorithm from [6]. This algorithm depends on a Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) for threshold determination. Autonomous vehicles typically scan environments before their deployment [7]. This allows data-driven parameter tuning of the image tampering detection threshold which, when set up, predicts new incoming images automatically.

Evaluation: To evaluate a blurring attack on a static data set, we considered the training data set 1 of [3], specifically, the data of the centered front camera. After generating two new data sets using the image blacking and image blurring attacks, training of the short LDA-based threshold provided training parameters as shown in row 1 of Tab. I. Using the trained LDA threshold
model, Fig. 3c shows real-time image tampering detection after injecting 2 malicious images into the blurred image attack data set. Accuracy results of LDA parameters can be found in row 2 of Tab. I. Detection accuracy decreased slightly to 92.42% in the case of blacked images, as indicated by row 3. Besides the model parameters, Fig. 3c shows the short-term long-term buffer algorithm which compares different image metrics. Here, chromaticity histogram comparison performs a color analysis, the L1R score compares brightness, and gradients compare edges in images. Further information about these metrics can be found in the work [6]. Every line of the chart represents the differences between short-term and long-term buffer values of the described metrics. An attacked image causes the difference to increase above the threshold which allows detection. Every new image that is passed to the algorithm counts as a new frame for comparison, allowing real-time detection of image tampering. The ground truth value is a reference to the detection line which indicates a successful detection after the occurrence of two malicious frames.

V. RELATED WORK

The main related work, presented in [8], introduces an Attack Traffic Generation (ATG) toolkit for security testing of the Controller Area Network (CAN) bus message protocol. In their work, Huang et al. analyze the CAN bus attack model and identify injection and modification attacks with configurable timing behavior as main attack scenarios. With capturing, attack configuration, traffic generation, labeling, and formatting stages, the ATG toolkit is able to generate predefined attacks automatically. From the high-level architecture perspective, the ATG framework is similar to our architecture. Similarities are the separation of communication interfaces towards data sources, the Graphical User Interface (GUI), and the file processing module. The ATG task processing unit and bus accessing layer provide similar features as our attack engine and controller loop. Concerning differences, we use an extra sensor manager module to maintain sensor state and configurations, thus relaying connections between the attack engine and the controller unit. Further, our framework focuses on a wide range of Internet of Vehicles (IoV) sensor attacks with less focus on communication protocols. Another point is the abstraction towards data sources which enables our framework to process data sets, simulator data, or virtual networking traffic.

The work in [9] lists seven data sets with attack data that have been collected between 2017 and 2020. However, these data sets contain mainly CAN-related attacks. Some data sets contain attack data related to one type of sensors, such as the one published in [10] which contains camera attacks data, whereas other existing data sets either do not provide domain-specific artifacts, or do not contain automotive-related data and attacks [11]. In contrast, our framework is able to generate automotive-related data sets that contain attack data related to different set of sensors (e.g. GNSS, Camera, etc.).

VI. CONCLUSION

This work introduces a framework to generate attack data sets to support intrusion detection algorithms and security testing of autonomous vehicles. By configuring application scenarios, attacks, and validation techniques, our framework is able to generate and validate numerous attacks on sensor data, static real-world data, and networking data.
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